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TAKE CONTROL
OF YOUR ONLINE
RESOURCES, RECORD
USE AND RECOVER
COSTS.

INTRODUCING ONELOG

O

nelog is the leading electronic resource management solution,
automating connections, passwords, reports and cost recovery.

There is no limit to the number of resources Onelog can manage, no limit to the
number of users, and with Onelog Mobile, no limit to where you can work.
Onelog’s intuitive admin interface gives you complete, independent control with
no specialist IT knowledge or staff required.
Onelog is the most cost-effective solution in the industry, with a proven one year
Return on Investment.
With technical support based in both the USA and Europe we are uniquely
positioned to provide unparalleled, extended hours of support to all our
customers.

"

Implementing Onelog has enabled
us to review the usage of our
electronic subscriptions in ways
that we have never been able to
before. We no longer have to rely on
usage statistics from our vendors
which provides great leverage in
contract negotiation. Onelog is
very easy to administer and the
technical support is exceptionally
responsive and knowledgeable.

Tamara Acevedo,
Moore & Van Allen

If you are looking to reduce costs, increase productivity and gain transparency
over resource usage, Onelog has a range of modules to help you make the most
of your online resource portfolio.
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MODULE OVERVIEW

MANAGE, CONNECT, REPORT & RECOVER

ONELOG BASE

CHARGEBACK MODULE

Central management of content, contracts,
usage statistics & costs

Validate resource use for charging
purposes

Discover usage of all online resources even if a vendor
provides no statistics. Reports expose real usage
patterns, including peak concurrent usage and unused
resources, enabling informed negotiation with publishers;
we offer a proven return on investment within a year.
The recording capabilities include search terms, specific
titles and journals accessed within a resource. Where
a website charges transactional costs per search or
document, these details are also captured. All reports can
be scheduled for automated delivery. The administration
and reporting functions are web-based, so accessible
from anywhere. Contract documentation can be uploaded
together with subscription costs, contact details, renewal
dates and email reminders.

MY LIBRARY
Dashboard for Onelog services

My Library is the Onelog dashboard showcasing your
electronic library services. It is designed to save valuable
time by making critical information available in a single
screen. In addition to accessing your resources, My
Library allows you to log queries via Volarian, the new
research request module, receive live news feeds,
retrieve personal passwords and gain access to usage
statistics. My Library is included in all versions of Onelog.

PASSWORD MODULE
Control and automate passwords used to
access online resources

Onelog recognises when a password is required, and
automatically fills in the password fields. It also knows
each user, which resources they are authorised to
access, and whether to use an individual, firm-wide or
pooled password. There is no such thing as a forgotten
password, as users no longer need to remember them.

ARRANGE A DEMONSTRATION TODAY

Use of any web resource can be associated with a client
reference and timekeeper number, validated against your
existing list. Where a resource already supports client
matter input, Onelog passes this to the website. Cost
recovery is maximised, and all client or project based
reporting is enhanced.

MOBILE MODULE
Single sign-on access, password provision
and usage statistics for off-network PCs,
iPads, iPhones, Android devices and
Windows Devices

Onelog Mobile allows you to work away from the office,
using your device of choice, be it a laptop, iPad, or other
tablet. Without even being connected to the corporate
network Onelog continues to automate passwords,
track all usage, and where required, facilitate client ID
selection.

WEB CONTROL MODULE
Guide users to pertinent research content
and control costs

Onelog Web Control allows you to decide where and how
your users perform research and keep them informed via
intuitive messaging about the ever changing resources
at their disposal. If a vendor charges a premium for parts
of their website, you can restrict access to it, direct users
to alternatives that are less expensive or warn users that
they have entered an area with high charges. You decide.

VOLARIAN MODULE
Submit and track queries with the library

Volarian is the latest addition to the Onelog module family
which allows you to log research queries with the library
and track them through to completion. Volarian then
allows the most appropriate member of staff to pick up the
query, ask clarification questions or assign it to another
researcher accordingly. All queries are recorded, reported
and archived and the module fits in seamlessly with full
email integration.
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